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DAILY PROCEEDINGS  
MINUTES OF THE ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-EIGHTH SESSION  

OF THE CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE 
 
 

MANSFIELD FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
Mansfield, Texas  
June 8-11, 2014 

  
 

FIRST SESSION 
SUNDAY EVENING, JUNE 8, 2014 

OPENING WORSHIP SERVICE 
  
The opening worship service of the one hundred and forty-eighth session of the 
Central Texas Conference was held at Mansfield First United Methodist Church, 
Mansfield, Texas.  The 7:00 p.m. Pre-Service Music was conducted by the John Elliott, 
Sr. Memorial Scholarship Mass Choir, Directed by Margarita McDonald; Stephanie 
Sipho; Glad Campbell; and Julian Hobdy. 
    
The Celebration of Christian Worship began at 7:30 P.M. with the Call to Worship via 
video presentation.  Rev. Mike Ramsdell, host pastor and senior pastor of Mansfield 
FUMC, Mansfield, gave Words of Welcome.  Bishop Mike Lowry introduced Bishop 
Paul Leeland. The music was led by the Intra-Conference Chorus, they were directed 
by DeDe Jones.   
 
 

SECOND SESSION 
MONDAY MORNING, JUNE 9, 2014 

CLERGY EXECUTIVE SESSION 
  
The Clergy Executive Session was held in Building “A”, Gym.  It was presided over by 
Bishop Mike Lowry who called the session to order.   
  
Jim Connor, Chair of the Conference Board of Ordained Ministry along with other 
members of the board, presented the report to the Session.  Jim introduced the Board 
of Ordained Ministry members and he expressed thanks for them and the work they 
do. “Qualifying persons for ministry is very serious business and they do their job as 
service to God and the annual conference.”   

  
Those who were presented for election as full members and subsequent ordination 
were: (Question 32 BAC)   
 

a. Deacons – Joy Roberson  

b. Elders – David James Ray; Michael James “Mike” Rodden; and Margaret 

“Meg” Witmer-Faile. 
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Those who were presented for ordination as an Elder and transfer from deacon in full 
connection were:  (¶309.3) (Question 34.b BAC)  
 

i. Philip Michael Rhodes 

 
Presented and elected as Provisional Members: (Question 28 BAC)  
 
a. Provisional Deacons (under provisions of ¶324.4a.c) 

i. Casey Langley 
b. Provisional Elders (under provisions of 324.4a, b? (v): 

i. David Bower 
ii. Jon Farrer 
iii. John Han 
iv. Janette Miller 
v. Grant Palma 
vi. Molly Simpson 

  
Those who are continued as provisional members in preparation for ordination as a 
deacon (PD) (¶326.1): (Question 29.a BAC)  
 

i. Sela Finau 
ii. Scott Goodfellow 
iii. Janice Gregory 
iv. Daniel Hawkins 
v. Clint Jones 
vi. Marilyn Jones 
vii. Cynthia Moss 
viii. John Nader 
ix. Shea Reyenga 
x. Sarah Roberts 
xi. Randy Tucker 
xii. Wayne Williams 

   
Those who are continued as provisional members in preparation for ordination as an 
elder (PE) (¶326.2): (Question 29.b BAC) 
 

i. None 
  

The full report was submitted to the annual conference and appears in this journal in 
section “E” in the business questions 17-75 pages 135-156 
 

LAY SESSION 
  

The session was held in Sanctuary of Mansfield FUMC under the leadership of 
Ms. Kim Simpson, Conference Lay Leader and Brig. Gen. Charles Bailey, Chaplin 
Corps.   
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FELLOWSHIP OF LOCAL PASTOR SESSION 
  

This session was held in the Loft of Mansfield FUMC under the leadership of Mike 
Kerzee.  
 

THIRD SESSION 
MONDAY MORNING, JUNE 9, 2014 

CALL TO ORDER 
  
Annual Conference was called to order by Bishop Mike Lowry. He commended the 
service and sessions thus far and asked us to turn our attention to Rev. Mark Winter.   
 

JOINT CLERGY/LAY MEMORIAL WORSHIP SERVICE 
  
The joint Clergy/Lay Memorial Worship Service was opened by Rev. Mark Winter who 
read from Psalms 23.  Mark then spoke about the valley of death and how going 
through it can be different for each of us, and that St. Paul calls out for every follower 
of Jesus to mourn with those who mourn, and carry their hurts.  St. Frances said that 
we can all make a difference in the world if we just sit and share in their pain, their 
sorrow, and their hurt.  Remembering that we don’t have to use words at all. 
 
Bishop Leeland led us in prayer.  Then Dr. Virginia Bassford read from Romans 5:1.  
Bishop Leeland preached using Romans 5:1 Rev. Carol Woods asked everyone to 
stand during the Naming of the Saints.  Mrs. Kim Simpson asked everyone to stand 
during the Central Texas Conference Memorial, each district was called, names read 
and the congregation responded with “Thank you Lord for these your servants.”  

Those lay persons, in each district, and those clergy and surviving spouses of our 
conference, who had passed away during the year were listed in the Worship 
Guide and remembered in a special liturgy.   Bishops Lowry and Leeland prepared 
communion and it was served to conference attendees. 
 
Bishop Lowry then called the Annual Conference back to order. 

 

WELCOME TO EAST DISTRICT 
  

Rev. Bob Holloway, Host District Superintendent, welcomed the Central Texas 
Annual Conference to Mansfield.   
 

WELCOME TO MANSFIELD UMC 
  

Rev. Mike Ramsdell, Host Pastor, welcomed the Central Texas Annual Conference 
to Mansfield FUMC, Mansfield.   

 

ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE 
RANDY WILD 

  
Dr. Randy Wild outlined the various items needed for the smooth operation of our time 
together.  Alternate Representatives need to see their District Administrator in the 
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event of a change of member.  Dr. Wild gave some instructions with regards for living 
together. 
  
First, Dr. Wild moved for the adoption of the agenda with necessary changes as 
needed.  (Approved)  Second, Dr. Wild moved to approve the tellers and secretaries 
as printed on page 6 of the preliminary report.  (Approved)  Finally, Dr. Wild moved 
that the bar of the conference would include all sections of the sanctuary with the 
exception of the back three rows and chairs along the right side of the sanctuary.  
(Approved)  Bishop Lowry clarified that church law calls for everyone eligible to be 
voted on have a designated three-digit number; he then asked for any additional 
nominations to be added.  Darcy Dupree, FUMC Ft. Worth nominated Carolyn 
Stephens, who was then added to the list. 
 

CFA INTRODUCTION OF 2014 BUDGET 
JOHN MCKELLAR 

  
Dr. John McKellar officially put the 2015 Budget on the table for adoption on 
Wednesday, June 11TH. He stated that revisions made by the conference will be 
monitored as they affect the budget.  He invited anyone who would like to discuss or 
ask questions regarding the 2015 budget to a special Q & A session to be held today 
immediately following adjournment in the sanctuary. 
 

NOMINATIONS AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT REPORT 
GEORGIA ADAMSON 

  
Dr. Adamson presented the conference organization and procedures.  She then 
presented the slate of nominations and leadership recommendations to the 
conference.  Voting would be for only the bolded names.  The first change (see page 
3) Wesley Foundation at Hill College is M. Gonzales is from Line Street UMC and Matt 
Thomas, class of 2017 is from OD.  The next change (see page 4) Wesleyan Homes 
clergy vacancy Katie Long would take the remainder of the term.  These items will be 
voted on Wednesday afternoon.   
 
Randy Wild announced that the tellers would be passing out voting devices; he asked 
the laity to stand to receive their color-coded device.  He then asked the clergy to stand 
to receive their color-coded device.  Randy then led the conference in a training and 
testing of the voting apparatus.  Bishop Lowry then led everyone in a practice vote and 
explained that he would give a warning; then close the vote.   
 

LYDIA PATTERSON 
DR. SOCORRO DEANDA 

 
Bishop Lowry then introduced Dr. Socorro deAnda, of the Lydia Patterson Institute 
(LPI).  Dr. deAnda showed a brief video on the institute which stated that 95% of the 
LPI graduates go on to higher education.  She then thanked FUMC Hurst for their 
assistance and then introduced two interns from her program who are currently 
interning at FUMC Hurst.  The Central Texas Conference has been invited to lead in 
a new program of a new facility to be named the CTC Learning Facility, it will house 
7th and 8th grades in addition to a science lab.  Bishop Lowry stated that this would be 
up for a vote on Wednesday included in the CF&A report.   
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ADJOURNED FOR LUNCH 
  
Bishop then asked Buddy Moore to offer a prayer for dismissal and lunch.   Randy 
Wild explained that everyone should put their voting apparatus on one of the district 
tables outside the sanctuary and remember to pick it back up upon return from lunch.    
 
 

FOURTH SESSION 
MONDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 9, 2014 

BUSINESS SESSION 
  

The session began at 2:15 p.m. with Bishop Lowry reminding everyone to be sure they 
picked up a voting apparatus. DeDe Jones led us in singing “Onward Christian 
Soldiers” and a prayer by the young adult leader from FUMC Corsicana.  
 

THE WESLEYAN WAY 
BISHOP SCOTT JONES 

  
Bishop Lowry explained that we had a change in our conference teacher introduced 
Bishop Scott Jones as this year’s conference teacher.  Bishop Jones thanks the 
gathering and described his introduction to Wesley and the changes the church faces 
– demographic, cultural, technological, political and global.  Bishop Jones read from 
Hebrew 13:8 and asked the question, “How is it that you are going to commit 
yourself…?”  He went on to explain that the Wesleyan principle is that every time God 
commands something, God also promises something.  We need accountability – we 
need to complain, we need counsel.   Bishop Jones read from Ephesians 2:8-10, and 
ended his session with “What a privilege it is to be United Methodist Christians.” 
 
Bishop Lowry thanked Bishop Jones and said that he would announce the results of 
the vote followed by a break, followed by another vote.   He then dismissed everyone 
for a 15 minute break. 
 
Upon return from the break, Bishop Lowry asked Gene Early to lead us in prayer.  
Then, Bishop Lowry then introduced Eileen Lindley.  
 

CTC SPOUSES ORGANIZATION & 
INTRODUCTION OF MRS. JOLYNN LOWRY 

EILLEEN LINDLEY 
 
Eilleen Lindley, president of the CTC Spouses Organization introduced Mr. Jolynn 
Lowry to the conference.  Mrs. Lindley thanked Rose Clare, Edna Babeth, Katy Wild 
and Jolynn Lowry for putting together the luncheon this year.  Mrs. Lowry said that it 
was nice to be back among dear friends.  She stated that they had a wonderful team 
that put together the luncheon and that they had a great turn out and learned more 
about the mission.   
 
Bishop Lowry introduced Carl Stenger who presented a resolution regarding the sale 
of abandoned church property by the Center for Evangelism and Church Growth.  This 
was laid on the table to be voted on Wednesday. 
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Bishop Lowry then introduced John McKellar and Todd Renner who presented an 
opportunity for members of the conference from Educational Opportunities to the Holy 
Land.  John stated that if you are interested you can register on the EO website in 
addition to a luncheon that is being held tomorrow. 
 
Bishop Lowry introduced the outgoing president of CCYM, Brady Watson.  Brady 
brought a message about how CCYM is working in the conference, he showed some 
slides from their meetings and activities.  CCYM held a Discovery Discernment retreat 
in Waco about the call to ministry.  In addition, he presented a video about the way 
young people’s ministry is transforming lives. 
 
Bishop announced that no election from either the clergy or laity ballot #3. 
 

CONFERENCE CORE TEAM 
DREW NUNLEY 

 
 Drew explained that the core leadership team exists to assist the conference.  It is 
made up of laity from each of the districts, executive directors plus the dean of the 
cabinet.  What do they do, you ask, they spear head and plan the long range plan and 
the implementation of each stage of the Exodus Project.  In addition, they oversee 
annual conference planning team.  Drew stated that the 2015 Annual Conference 
would be held at White’s Chapel in Southlake.   
 
David Alexander explained that the last part of the Exodus Project to be completed is 
the review by an outside consultant.  We have chosen Mike Bonem, who has a long 
history of working with conference clergy groups.  The report will be presented at 
annual conference 2015.   
 
David Alexander and Drew Nunley were called back to the stage for a vote on one 
item that needed to be voted on from the Core Team report.  David Alexander made 
a motion to accept the recommendation that the next few annual conferences be held 
at the following locations:  June 7-10, 2015, White’s Chapel; and June 5-8, 2016 Waco 
Convention Center.  Bishop Lowry asked if there was any discussion, none was 
needed, all in favor, say aye, any opposed say no.  Motion passed. 
 
Bishop Lowry stated that there would be the following events this evening: 
 
a. Q & A  -- 2015 Budget in the Sanctuary 
b. HCI – Building “C” Chapel 
c. SCI – Building “A”, room 216 
d. Youth &  Young Adult Ministries Worship & Dinner, Building, “A”, the Loft 
e. TMF dinner for New Elders & Deacons, Building “A”, room 216 
f. Austin Seminary Alumni & Friends Dinner, Mama Cuca’s Restaurant 

 
Bishop asked everyone to return their voting apparatus to one of the district tables for 
charging.  He reminded the members that we would begin tomorrow morning at 8:30 
am.  Bishop asked Rev. Page Hines to close the meeting in prayer.  
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FIFTH SESSION 
TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 10, 2014 

BUSINESS SESSION 
  

The Business session convened at 8:30 a.m. with songs lead by DeDe Jones and a 
prayer for blessings and guidance for the assembly led by David Montoya.  

  
Bishop Lowry then instructed those gathered to go to a breakout session and implores 
clergy to not use this time for political lobbying but instead to learn something from the 
sessions; Bishop introduces Sue Engle from the Memphis Conference and her class, 
Candace Lewis and her class, and Phil Maynard and his class. Bishop announces that 
after the sessions, the body will once again gather at 10:35 and vote immediately. 
Bishop dismisses for breakout sessions. 

 
EPISCOPAL ADDRESS 

BISHOP MIKE LOWRY 
 

Bishop Lowry opened his address with prayer.  His message was taken from 
Philippians 4:4-8.  We need to be a people of good news of the Gospel.  God is doing 
a great and wonderful thing among us focusing on the cardinal mission of making 
disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world.  The Conference Center 
has one goal – which is to energize local churches for mission.  During the past two 
years we have improved as a conference, not just metrics, but narratives.  In addition, 
we have been participating with 11 other conferences (Vital Congregations) tracking 
5 different things.  By themselves, vital signs never tell the whole story, they must be 
linked to the whole story – the narrative.   
 
Bishop Lowry lifted up the ministry of Dr. Tom Beaty and then one small congregation 
at Rockbridge Church.  Bishop lifted up the five star congregations that are making 
disciples through the faithful and hardworking congregations around the conference.  
There is the reality of deep cultural change sweeping over us.  We need to live with 
perseverance and hope.   Bishop Lowry lead us in song and closed in prayer. 
 
Bishop Lowry and Dr. Randy Wild then consecrated a deaconess, Megan Elizabeth 
Hale.  The office of Deaconess was created in 1888.  Megan was consecrated at the 
UMW General Assembly in April of this year.   
 
 

CENTER FOR EVANGELISM & CHURCH GROWTH 
GARY LINDLEY 

 
Gary Lindley said that the full report could be found on page 39 of the preliminary 
report.  The Healthy Church Initiative is a process designed to transform 
churches.  Our focus is on providing resources and strategies to laity, pastors church 
pastors, staff, laity, and congregations so that they in turn will be able to reach new 
people for Christ and become the church God wants them to be in their community.  
 
Gary stated that in 2013 CFE&CG partnered with First UMC, Fort Worth and Keller 
UMC to start two satellite congregations.  Working with their coach, Phil Maynard, First 
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7th and Keller West have begun preview services and are preparing for their official 
launch. 
 
Thompson Chapel has served the North Fort Worth community for more than a 100 
years.  Working with their coach and consultant, Jerry Roberson, the Thompson 
Chapel congregation voted to become a legacy church and to be part of starting a new 
multi-ethnic congregation.  Pastor Carr and Jerry Roberson is working with their launch 
team to find the right location to launch this new ministry.  The goal is to see the new 
church starting this fall.  
 
This year we partnered with Path 1, the General Church Agency responsible to work 
with Annual Conferences to start new churches and faith communities, in the Large 
Impact Residency Program.  The purpose of the program is to place a high potential 
new church start pastor on the staff of a large vital congregations to experience a large 
church and to be coached and trained by the pastors and staff.  White’s Chapel UMC 
is our first Residency Congregation and Shea Reyenga our first intern.  Shea will be 
starting a new faith community in July with the support of White’s Chapel. 
 

HARRY DENMAN AWARD FOR EVANGELISM 
GARY LINDLEY 

 
Gary said that one of the highest honors that a pastor can receive is the Harry Denman 
Award for Evangelism.  We would like to recognize two distinguished people who have 
that outstanding evangelistic spirit.  The first is a lay person and the award goes to 
Jimmy Adams of Arlington FUMC.  The clergy award goes to pastor Elizabeth “Betsy” 
Godbold of White’s Chapel UMC. 
 

TEXAS METHODIST FOUNDATION 
TOM LOCKE 

 
The Bishop recognized Tom Locke as the President of the Texas Methodist 
Foundation Once again, the Texas Methodist Foundation ended 2013, our 75th year 
of existence, as a stronger organization than we began the year. This trajectory has 
repeated itself annually for many years and is a pattern we intend to continue.  The 
gains of 2013 are based, in part, due to our undesignated endowment which grew 
during the year by approximately $3 million dollars, which does not include a dedicated 
endowment to our Leadership Ministry.  Our staffing expanded greatly during the year 
due to the depth and breadth of leadership and staff effectiveness.   During 2013, our 
staff and board grants committee underwent an intentional process of reviewing and 
revising our grants program to reflect the new direction which is consistent with our 
strategic direction. 

 
Tom also explained that in addition to continuing to refine and implement our strategic 
direction, we have begun analyzing our brand in the marketplace, developed a new 
tagline, and formalized an initiative for envisioning and accomplishing our goals for the 
next five years.  The significance of these highlights and our growth, both in financial 
gains and in growth in human and intellectual capital, however, lies, ultimately, in the 
lives changed in local congregations across the state where our services helped 
enable ministry. The measure of success for our services –  investments, loans, 
stewardship ministry, leadership ministry, and charitable services, including gift 
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planning, church endowments, and grants – is in how effective they are at helping 
individuals and congregations fulfill God’s purposes, as together we work to make 
Christ’s love visible in the world. 
 

UNITED COMMUNITY CENTERS 
CELIA ESPARZA 

 
Celia Esparza presented a report from United Community Centers (UCC) which was 
begun as a UMW project.  UCC has had more volunteers this year than ever before.  
UCC was founded in 1909 by two UMW women from Hurst, guided by Christian 
principles of “We serve and empower those in need”.  In the past year, we have served 
290 children, 71,055 meals.  We are licensed for afterschool care pre-k through 8th 
grade, in addition to a youth program 9th grade through 12th grades.  Our mobile pantry 
serves over 20,000 of food in less than an hour once a month.  For more information 
you can go to www.unitedcommunitycenters.org.    Finally, we need more volunteers, 
we are hosting a 10-week summer program providing a fun, safe, and educational 
setting for children in June; July; and August.   
 
Bishop stated that we could continue after lunch and asked Doyle Allen to close the 
meeting in prayer.   
 
 

SIXTH SESSION 
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 10, 2014 

BUSINESS SESSION 
  
The Business session reconvened at 2:00 p.m. with singing and a prayer offered by 
Rev. Hiram Smith.  Bishop Lowry announced that we would hear the Cabinet Report 
before the next vote. 
 

CABINET REPORT 
BOB HOLLOWAY 

 
Bob Holloway said that the cabinets practice’s what they preach and that they 
understand the importance of a disciplined, cohesive team and clarity.  “The purpose 
of the team is to carry out the mission of the church.”  Bob said that the cabinet feels 
blessed by the work of the Bishop and by working with the conference.  Bob with the 
assistance of Kim Simpson, played the drum and led us all in a round of Hallelujah. 
 
Bishop Lowry expressed his thankfulness for the Cabinet and their work, and 
appreciation for the Lay Leader in the cabinet 
 
Bishop Lowry apologized to those who have been waiting for the retirement service 
and introduced Brenda Wier to begin the service.   
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RETIREMENT SERVICE 
JIM CONNER 

  
The Retirement Service took place at Mansfield FUMC and those participating in the 
service as liturgists were Bishop Michael Lowry; Rev. Brenda Wier; Rev. Ramon 
Smith; Rev. Don Scott; and Dr. Katie Long.  The Retiring Class was introduced and 
those present were given the opportunity to address the Conference.  Retiring clergy 
who were present and spoke:  Rev. Ron W. Albertson and Lacrescia (34); Rev. Joe 
Carmichael and Pamela (24); Rev. Suzanne B. Cate and Michael (17); Rev. Carl N. 
Freeto and Linda (not present) (25); Rev. Linda J. Freeto and Carl (also not present) 
(7); Rev. Karen A. Greenwaldt and Russell Harris (38.5); Rev. Judy M. Holloway and 
Bob (also not present) (14); Rev. Glenn E. Jones and Janis (43); Rev. Chauncey S. 
Nealy and Sandra Fry (34); Rev. J. Neil Norman and Patrece (34.75); Rev. Robin L. 
Stevens and Dan (also not present) (10); Rev. Margaret Stratton and Mickey (12); and 
Rev. G. Jean “Jeannie” Trevino-Teddlie and John (31).   
 
Bishop Lowry commended the group and then enacted the symbolic Passing of the 
Mantle with retiring elder, Karen Greenwaldt and Jean Trevino-Teddlie passing the 
mantle to David Ray and Joy Robertson.  Bishop Lowry invited everyone to join in the 
singing of hymn “Now Thank We All Our God”, he then gave the Benediction and 
dismissed the assembly for a 15 minute break.   
 
The Business session reconvened with the singing of a hymn and a prayer by Mark 
Hart of Genesis UMC.   Bishop Lowry reminded those gathered that voting must be 
completed by 5:00pm as the voting devices will go away.   
 
Bishop then called the assembly’s attention to the report of the Board of Ordained 
Ministry and introduced Rev. Jim Conner asking him to come forward and address the 
assembly.   
 

BOARD OF ORDAINED MINISTRY 
JIM CONNER 

 
Jim directed the assembly’s attention to their full report on page 67 of the preliminary 
report and reminds everyone that the Board of Ordained Ministry of the Central Texas 
Annual Conference exists to enlist, evaluate, equip and sustain leadership for the 
current and future ministries of Jesus Christ in the United Methodist Church.   Jim then 
introduced Chris Hayes, who introduced those who would be honored at the ceremony 
tonight, they are:  Joy Roberson, Deacon; David Ray, Elder; Michael James Rodden, 
Elder; Margaret Witmer-Faile, Elder; and Philip Rhodes, who would be transitioning 
from Deacon to Elder.  These individuals were welcomed by the conference and 
Bishop Lowry.   

 
Rev. Paige Hines and Dr. Chris Mesa presented this year’s recipients of Board of 
Ordained Ministry scholarships.  Those receiving scholarships were:  Wend Vernal; 
Beth Stuck; Tommy Prud Homme; Tomeca Richardson; Kantrice Robinson; Dara 
Austin; Christopher Reyes; Mark Hart; and Joseph Neely Reynolds.  Jim expressed 
gratitude and apologies to Karen Greenwaldt for her generous offer of a scholarship 
for a woman going to Perkins and said that this scholarship was not given out and is 
still available.  Jim said that the Board of Ministry wanted to take this opportunity to 
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invite the conference to attend two events, the first of which will be held on October 
14, a Creative Worship led by Jason Moore at Acton UMC; and the second being held 
on October 20, Leadership Nexus being held at FUMC Arlington titled, “Preaching for 
Leadership & Leadership for Preachers.”   

 
Bishop Lowry interrupted the Board of Ordained Ministry report to take another vote. 

 
Bishop then asked Chris Hayes to come forward and complete the report for Board of 
Ordained Ministry.  Chris stated that 60 people came to the orientation to ministry and 
stated that this was very inspiring.  Chris went on to say that orientation this summer 
is being held on August 2nd for anyone considering ministry.      

 
Finally, Jim invited the members of the Board of Ordained Ministry to stand and be 
recognized, he thanked them for their work & dedication, calling particular attention to 
BOM Administrator, Kathy Ezell, and asks the conference for prayers of continued 
support.   

 
Bishop Lowry commended the board for their report and placed the report up for a 
vote, which passed.  Bishop recognized that all of the teachers from earlier in the day 
have left, but that he wanted to express the thanks of the conference to them.   
 

ADOPTION OF CONSENT CALENDAR 
RANDY WILD 

 

Randy explained that the items for the Consent calendar were presented to us on 
Monday morning along with procedures for removing an item.  None having been 
requested to be removed.  Randy moved that we adopt the Consent Calendar in 
its entirety without amendment.  The motion passed.   
 

COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS & LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
GEORGIA ADAMSON 

  
Georgia directed the attention of the members to the nominations packet.  She said 
that there was one spelling change and explained that this had been presented to us 
24-hours before and moved for adoption of the report.  The motion passed.   
 
Jody from Keller UMC approached MIC 1 and moved that the top two highest voted 
candidates of the next vote be accepted as alternates; this was seconded by Suzanne 
Winter from Epworth UMC.  Kim Simpson amended this to the top three candidates 
be accepted at alternates to general and jurisdictional conferences.  Bishop Lowry put 
this up for a vote and it passed. 
 
Bishop Lowry said that the results of the laity vote would be announced tomorrow and 
that the clerical voting would continue tomorrow.  Randy Wild explained again the 
instructions for the handing in of the voting devices; instructions pertaining to tonight’s 
ceremony and announced that tomorrow we would begin at 8:00am.  Bishop Lowry 
thanked those involved with the electronic voting system for adapting to our 
requirements and being so helpful and friendly to work with.   
 
Bishop Lowry asked Rev. Judy Richmond to close us in prayer. 
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SEVENTH SESSION 
Tuesday Evening, June 10, 2014 

A SERVICE OF COMMISSIONING AND ORDINATION 
  

The Pre-Service concert music was provided by the FUMC Mansfield Chancel 
Orchestra & Band, directed by, Mr. Jason Nix. 
  
The Service of Commissioning and Ordination began at 7:30 p.m.  Liturgists for the 
service were Presiding Bishop, J. Michael Lowry; Preaching Bishop, Paul L. Leeland; 
Dr. Jim Conner; Mrs. Kim Simpson; Dr. Chris Hayes; Rev. Matt Ybanez; Dr. Will 
Cotton; Dr. Clifton Howard.  Participants in the service were:  Rev. Leah Hidde-
Gregory and Rev. Kay Lancaster.  Music was provided by was provided by the FUMC 
Mansfield Chancel Orchestra & Band, directed by, Mr. Jason Nix.  Bishop Paul 
Leeland preached using John 13: 3-11 as his text in a sermon titled “Chosen 
Servants”. 

  
The congregation was invited to greet the newly commissioned and ordained 
ministers, and the retiring ministers following the service in the Family Life Center.     
 
 

EIGHTH SESSION 
Wednesday Morning, June 11, 2014 

 BUSINESS SESSION 
  
8:00 am Gathering to music and singing lead by DeDe Jones.  Chris Buse led the 
opening in prayer. 
 

CONFERENCE CENTERS – STORIES & CELEBRATION 
PHILLIP RHODES 

 
Bishop Lowry introduces Randy Wild, then Randy introduces Rev. Phillip Rhodes, who 
emceed the Service Center reports.  He explained that they have several strategies; 
the Center for Mission Support (CFMS) is resourcing ministries in the conference.  On 
April 17, 2013, was the West Fertilizer explosion and emergency personnel 
responded.  Rev. Laraine Waughtal responded for our Early Responders and today 
almost 1 million dollars has been raised.  Several weeks later a tornado touched down 
in the Granbury area.  Another part of the ministry of the CFMS is the relationship with 
the Eastern Mexico Annual Conference.  Bishop Lowry visited with the EMAC to 
establish this partnership and this year we welcome the Rev. Samuel Matthias to be 
the pastor of La Trinidad UMC.  Phillip then recognized Rev. Dawne Philips to 
recognize the 5-star mission congregations.  Dawne explained the requirements of the 
award, and they are, paying connectional mission giving; contributions to UM Global 
Ministries or UM Global Church Partnership Program; contribution to UM Advance 
Project, etc.  The first time 5-star recipients are Azle, UMC; Ballenger FUMC; 
Gainesville; Campus Drive; Moody FUMC; Brownwood FUMC; Midlothian FUMC; 
Moody-Leon.  The continuing congregations meeting these requirement again were 
listed and will be included in the complete report.   Dawne stated that our support of 
missionaries is the way we connect with the world and the way churches can support 
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missionaries is by becoming covenant relationship churches.   On October 25th, Local 
Missions 101 will be held at FUMC Hurst, Missionaries and Bishop Lowry will be 
speaking.  More information will be forthcoming from the CFMS.   

 
Bishop Lowry then recognized Rev. Laraine Waughtal who is our Conference Disaster 
Response Coordinator.  Laraine explained that she and the conference were 
recognized by the State of Texas acknowledging the work that she and our conference 
have done at West and Granbury/Cleburne.  Laraine stated that she, Rev. Kyland 
Dobbins as well as other early responders and volunteers were recognized.  Several 
videos were shown about our mission work beginning with the one about our early 
response teams as well as a greeting from the new pastor at La Trinidad. 

 
Philip Rhodes introduced Dr. Georgia Adamson, Executive Director of Leadership.  
Georgia said that there complete report could be found in the preliminary report page 
49.  Georgia said that leadership is about stretching yourself to the very limits.   
 

MORRIS DELANEY WALKER AWARD 
GEORGIA ADAMSON 

 
She then introduced Kim Simpson, Conference Lay Leader to present the Morris 
Walker awards.  Kim introduced the Morris Walker Award for outstanding lay leader 
winners, Pat and Patricia Stroman.   
 
Georgia then introduced Kevin Walters, new director of leadership, whose focus will 
be on lay leadership development.  Next Georgia introduced the merit scholarship 
award winners, Fred David; Erin Jackson and Kaitlin Franklin.  Then Georgia reported 
on the Campus Ministry and asked all campus ministers to come to the front to be 
introduced.  She presented Katie Long with flowers in honor of her 6-year campus 
ministry and to say that she will be moving to a new appointment.  The next recognition 
of campus ministers were, Joseph Nader, Director at UT Arlington; Megan Davis, 
Central Texas Director, Wesley Foundation TCU; David McMinn, Director Tarleton 
State Wesley Foundation.  Beginning on July 1st, Melissa Turkett will be the new 
Director at TCU; Joy Dister, will serve at UCF; Chris Rowe will serve at Weatherford; 
and Robyn Young will serve at Hill College.  Bishop Lowry recognized that these 
changes are the result of intentional decisions and will enhance the local churches 
throughout the Central Texas Conference.   

 
Georgia then recognized the young clergy initiative, which is a project to invite young 
people to consider ordained ministry.  The two campus ministries have been awarded 
funds:  Baylor and Tarleton.   
 

BISHOP’S PREACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD 
BISHOP MIKE LOWRY 

 
Bishop Lowry presented the preaching excellence award to Rev. Will Cotton, St. 
Barnabas UMC, this award includes a fit of $1,000.   
 
Rev. Rhodes returned to thank the conference for their support of the Centers for 
Leadership and Mission Support. 
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CONFERENCE TRUSTEES UPDATE 
B.J. RICHMOND/STEVE MCIVER 

 
Bishop Lowry introduced B.J. Richmond, who presented the Trustee report, the full 
report can be found in the preliminary report page 190.  He introduced Steve McIver, 
Chairperson of the Building Committee.  Steve showed floor plans on the screen while 
he explained that two years ago, the body approved the original lease for 10-years 
and said that TWU offered us an additional two (2) years at $100,000 per year, which 
is half the price of the current price per square foot in the area.  Steve went on to say 
that we have several people interested in the service center and that the highest bid 
so far is 1.5 million which is about half million more than expected.  B.J. then made a 
motion on behalf of the Board of Trustees, the Core team and CF&A to extend the 
lease on the new property for an additional two (2) years at an additional cost of 
$200,000 with all other parts to remain in force as is.  Randy Wild, explained that this 
motion does not need a second, he went on to say that construction should begin soon 
and may be ready this time next year.  He went on to say that the new building is part 
of the Rosedale Street Project.  Motion passed.  B.J. then presented the second item 
a proposal to replace our current Safe Sanctuaries sexual abuse prevention policy 
with Ministry Safe plan, the reason is for concern for emotional and financial strain of 
local churches.  Reed Justus of Clifton UMC asks how this will affect his church’s 
preschool center.   Randy Wild confirmed that the background checks will continue to 
be duplicated at conference level.  Rachel Heyduck of Euless asked if background 
checks will continue to be duplicated at the conference level, Randy said that efforts 
will be made to prevent double-work.  Matthew Bonam asked if each church will have 
the ability to tailor policies to their individual needs, Randy said that any local church 
can go above this plan, but that the plan will be the baseline; tailoring will definitely be 
possible.  You can see the full report on page 192 of the preliminary report. 
 
Bishop Lowry holds the vote; it carries.  Bishop then thanked the Board of Trustees 
for their work and introduced Rev. Travis Franklin to give the report for Glen Lake 
Camp.   
 

GLEN LAKE CAMP & STILL WATER RETREAT CENTERS 
TRAVIS FRANKLIN 

 
Travis Franklin thanked the conference for their support over the past 75 years and 
cites Margaret Barber, “We look backwards in order to help us move forward.”  Travis 
asked if you have had their lives impacted by camping or retreat ministry to stand.  
Many stand in response.  Travis read the new camp mission statement.  He went on 
to say that the camp registrations are up for the first time in eight (8) years and retreat 
numbers have also increased.  We hope to serve between 14,000 and 15,000 people.  
New ministries are being developed for children in difficult situations, we are partnering 
with Camp Agape to help children who have lost a parent to cancer as well as, Texas 
Health Resources to bring pre-diabetic children to the camp.  Travis explained that we 
are in need of new and more volunteers, in addition, we have reorganized the staff 
and they are incredible.  A couple other things that have or will be happening are, In 
March at spring break, kids were invited to a fishing camp; Joseph Nadar started an 
alumni council; a partnership with Kleidoscope, Inc.; a new service element, senior 
high students will be packing 28,000 meals for other kids; and the Laura Edwards 
Christian Early Childhood center in Waco closed and the board donated their 
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remaining funds to Glen Lake Camp to be used for underprivileged kids.  Travis said 
that the mail goal of the camp is to strengthen the connection with the local church – 
to serve the local church.  
 
Bishop Lowry praised the ministries mentioned.  Bishop then changed the schedule to 
now include the break that was missed earlier and asked Jim Sanders, upon our 
return, to open the meeting with prayer.   
 
Rev. Jim Sanders, opened the meeting with, “In my language, dear friends, we’ve 
been on a cattle drive.”, then opened in prayer.  Bishop Lowry introduced Barkley 
Berdan of Texas Health Resources.    
 

TEXAS HEALTH RESOURCES 
BARCLAY BERDAN 

 
Mr. Berday explained that at the end of the year, the C.E.O. is retiring and a plan is in 
place for his replacement.  Barclay said that THR is the largest health system in North 
Texas and is committed to improving the health of people in communities where they 
serve.  He went on to explain that they are working with Glen Lake at Camp Champs 
to bring pre-diabetic children to help those living with diabetes to learn skills and 
nutrition at a two-day camp in September, they will learn about proper nutrition and 
exercise along with spiritual support and encouragement.  Beyond the $25.00 cost per 
child, all other costs will be paid by THR.   
 
Barlcay then presented a video that explains how THR attend to the bodily and spiritual 
needs of patients.  He then recognized those on the Board of Directors and the THR 
chaplains.     
 
Bishop Lowry thanked Barclay and asks him to take our gratitude back to THR.   
Bishop then asked Randy Wild to present the resolutions. 
 

RESOLUTIONS 
 
Randy Wild explained that there was one (1) resolution that has been laying on the 
table for 24-hours.  Randy introduces the resolution to hold a holy conversation.  Reed 
Justus of Clifton FUMC moved that the resolution be tabled indefinitely, and Bruce 
Carpenter seconded the motion.  Reed Justus then expanded upon his concern.  
Katherine Hicks, retired elder at Genesis UMC, refers to General Conference and asks 
if I say yes to this proposal how does that affect delegates going forward?  Randy 
stated that no resolution passed by an annual conference is binding on the delegates.  
This is only informational.  Chris Hayes, Keller UMC speaks against the motion to 
table, he feels that part of the reason for the decline is opposition to holy conversation 
and that we are called as Wesleyans and Christians to have conversation.  Bishop 
Lowry asked that applause be held in order to respect the differences of opinion.  Mary 
Spradlin, Arlington Heights UMC speaks against tabling, she is against the body 
tabling a conversation intended to promote understanding.  Bishop requests a speech 
for tabling; there is none; he then announces that he will give Reed Justus a final word 
before the vote.  Steve Langford, FUMC Georgetown, speaks against tabling, if indeed 
we are to change, it requires some things to be done differently, we’ve never talked 
about differences on key issues and I am against avoiding key issues any longer.  
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Bishop Lowry calls Reed Justus for the final word, Reed acknowledges that holy 
conferencing is important, but that this conversation would focus on one issue that 
may splinter the church, and that he feels we should do holy conferencing on why the 
decline of our denomination first, then other issues.  Bishop asks if the body is ready 
to vote; there is assent.  Bishop then repeats that the motion is to table the matter 
indefinitely; voting for is a vote to table; voting against is to vote on the resolution.  
Bishop asked the body to stand if in favor of tabling; Bishop then asked the body to 
stand if against tabling; he then announced that the motion to table failed.   
 
Bishop Lowry calls attention back to the motion itself, he calls for the vote; the motion 
passes.  Bishop then clarifies that the motion will be forwarded to the Center for 
Mission Support to work out the details.  Bishop then introduces Carl Stenger to 
present a resolution. 
 
Carl Stenger, explains that the resolution “Real & Personal Properties”, will restore 
rules about how to handle conference properties, specifically to restore the conference 
policy standing rules for handling abandoned church properties.  Carl then gives the 
history of property rules of UMC, which are that it has been the policy of the church to 
use proceeds from the sale of properties for new evangelical pursuits, therefore the 
Director of Center for Evangelism & Church Growth be named property manager.  Carl 
moves for adoption.  Jeannie Trevino-Teddlie asks if the accuracy is impacted by 
capitalization errors in the resolution, Carl agrees to the change for accuracy and 
proposes adding “Methodist Protestant Church” to the resolution for accuracy.  
Jeannie and Carl’s amendments accepted.  Tim Boeglin notes that the resolution calls 
for the use of proceeds to be used for evangelical efforts and asks for a more specific 
designation.  Bishop Lowry notes that a more specific designation exists-proceeds 
used for new church development.  Gary Lindley then explained that the language 
needs to change to reflect the actual conference action.  Bishop then notes that the 
language will be changed from “evangelical” to “new church ventures”.  Bishop then 
calls for a vote; it passes. 
 

UNITED METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE 
ERIC MCKINNEY 

 
Eric greeted the assembly and expressed gratitude for support of and suggestions for 
the ministry of the Publishing House.  Eric explained the four basic ways to gather 
information from Cokesbury, they are; the Cokesbury call center has been expanded 
and upgraded; Cokesbury.com has special offers and live chat features; Cokesbury 
displays at events, meetings and at annual conferences; and Cokesbury has 
Community Resource Consultants that have knowledge of product lines and can assist 
in finding resources.  Three vital resources are Covenant Bible Study; Disciple Bible 
study; Common English Bible; and Ministry matters.com.  Eric again thanked the 
assembly for their support and use of Cokesbury as many other publishing houses 
cannot sustain themselves.  Bishop Lowry thanked Eric for his report and said that we 
would take an 11-minute break then would hear the CF&A report. 
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BOARD OF PENSION REPORT 
FRANK BRIGGS 

 
Bishop Lowry introduced Dr. Tim Brewster, who opens with a prayer.  Dr. Brewster 
announces that the delegation to General conference – all representatives and 
alternates will meet after close in room A-216.  Bishop introduces Rev. Frank Briggs, 
chairman of the Board of Pension.  Frank Briggs presented the Board of Pension 
report.  He explained that most has been passed on the consent agenda.  We will be 
voting on the Past Service Rate (PSR) and one other item.  First there is a video that 
discusses the shared responsibility of providing for retirement of clergy.  The report 
can be found on page 172 of the preliminary report which establishes the PSR for 
those serving prior to 1982.  Recommendation is made of a little over 1% increase 
which will keep our retirees well ahead of the Cost of Living curve.  This honors our 
retirees and keeps our plan sustainable.  Next, on page 178 of the preliminary report, 
Line 1, Health Insurance has been kept the same with no increase.  Last year the rate 
dropped.  Changes increase in deductible from 500 to 1,000 and the premiums 
increased 9.9% and includes a dental plan for 2015.  We worked very hard to find 
solutions for everyone in our coverage.  Changes happen quickly and the ACA is 
changing and affecting us daily.  We will continue to monitor ACA and find good 
benefits that are affordable and sustainable.  Frank moved for the adoption of the 
report.   
 
Bishop Lowry acknowledges that there is no need for a second, he then clarifies that 
there are two things to be voted on, but suggests that we vote on both at once.  Bishop 
asks if there are any question, being none, Bishop asks for a vote on the whole report, 
including both items, it passes.  Frank announces that it is very important for those 
clergy under 40-years of age to be proactive and invest for retirement. 
 
Frank expresses thanks to our effective benefits administrator, Shawn-Marie Riley and 
Randy Wild and Mavis Howell.  Frank then acknowledges, Paula Whitbeck, who 
serves as a member of the General Board and he recognizes the members of the 
Board of Pensions.  Bishop Lowry acknowledges the work of the Board of Pensions 
and asks those gathered to thank them.    Bishop then introduces John McKellar. 
 

COUNCIL ON FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION 
JOHN MCKELLAR 

 
John McKellar presented the CF&A report and said that most of the report was 
approved on the consent calendar with the exception of the following items:  Report 
#1, page 149 of the preliminary report, there was an increase in number of churches 
that paid their full 100% of their connectional mission giving.  This was an increase of 
4.87 percent and our highest payout since 1999.  John stated that our goal is to be 
responsive and transparent with financial information and that the conference website 
contains a wealth of information.  He then moves for acceptance of Report #1.  John 
Schullar of Alliance asks for a correction on reported number from Alliance “cross out 
the 899.”  Bishop Lowry asks for a vote; it carries.   
 
John then presented Report #3 on page 152 of the preliminary report, the new lines 
added to promote transparency are contingency fund balance and permanent reserve 
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operating balance.  Bishop noted that this report is mostly informational, and asks if 
there are any questions, none being asked, Bishop Lowry calls for the vote; it passes. 
 
John then presented information on Report #11 on page 154 of the preliminary report 
pertains to the Lydia Patterson Institute’s request for $300,000, which will be fulfilled 
by a special offering to be held in September, which will be planned after the vote.  
Bishop clarifies that the vote if for the report including the financial obligation, not for 
the plan to provide it in any particular way;  CF&A cannot use budget funds to meet 
the pledge without asking the conference next year, but will use fundraising.  Bishop 
Lowry asked if there are any questions, none being asked, Bishop Lowry calls for the 
vote; it carries. 
 
John then presents the 2015 Budget, no additions were made by the conference and 
John moved for the adoption as presented.  Bishop Lowry asked if there are any 
questions, none being asked, Bishop Lowry calls for the vote; it carries.  John 
acknowledges the work of the staff.  Bishop Lowry thanked John for his work and 
authorizes Randy Wild to advise Lydia Patterson our pledge as passed in the previous 
resolution.   
 

RECOGNITION OF MANSFIELD FUMC & CONFERENCE SERVICE 
CENTER STAFF & LOGISTICS & HOSPITALITY TEAMS 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS 
 
Bishop Lowry and invited Georgia Adamson to begin the recognition to those who 
have made this conference possible.  Georgia thanked the team that helped put 
together the conference, the Pastors at FUMC Mansfield.  Bishop announced that Sr. 
Pastor, Rev. Mike Ramsdell was not in attendance but conducting a funeral and he 
invited the volunteers to come forward.   He then thanked the FUMC Mansfield 
Volunteers; FUMC Mansfield Logistics team; Conference Service Center staff; District 
Administrators; Worship Leaders; Sing Interpreters; Tellers; Secretaries; Conference 
Planning Team; Ed Komandosky, Parliamentarian and asked every to express their 
gratitude for a job well done.  Kim Simpson expressed gratitude to Bishop Lowry for 
conducting a conference with integrity, openness, honesty, humor and for serving the 
conference all year long.  Those gathered applauded the Bishop.    Bishop thanked 
those gathered for their support and acknowledged his love of this district.   
 
Randy Wild made some closing announcements, box lunches would be picked up in 
the gym; combined closing total of offering collected was $14,056.23; 5-star missions 
please pick up your banner; the E&O luncheon is being held in the Loft; annual 
conference evaluation will be on the web site, please respond; there are quite a few 
items in the lost and found, please stop by and check it out; please return your name 
tags to any district table; and please take everything with you. 
 
Darren Walker of FUMC Belton, called our attention to the pay-day loan businesses 
who are destroying lives and families.  He called for us to pray for those involved in 
this.  Bishop Lowry thanked Darren and has been discussing this with other bishops 
and legislators.     
 
Bishop Lowry asked Randy Wild to pray for our missionaries, our appointments and 
our returning to the mission field, especially Jeri and Bill Sevidos, who are 
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experiencing health issues.  Randy offered a prayer for the Sevidos and those on our 
hearts and minds. 
 
Bishop Lowry announced a very brief break before closing worship. 
 

SETTING OF APPOINTMENTS & SENDING FORTH SERVICE 
BISHOP MIKE LOWRY 

 
The Bishop confirmed the appointments as printed. He led the clergy of those staying 
in their place of ministry and their laity in a reading, and then did the same with those 
who were moving to new appointments. He then led the whole assembly in a covenant. 
 
Bishop Mike Lowry adjourned the Central Texas Conference at 12:45 p.m.  

 
BALLOT RESULTS 

 
BALLOT #1 

The vote was taken Monday, at 11:25 a.m.: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 

 None elected None elected 
 

BALLOT #2 

The vote was taken Monday, at 12:15 p.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 
 Tim Bruster Tom Harkrider 
  Kim Simpson 
 

BALLOT #3 

The vote was taken Monday, at 2:15 p.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 
 None elected None elected 
 

BALLOT #4 

The vote was taken Tuesday, at 8:40 a.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 
 John McKellar None elected 
 

BALLOT #5 

The vote was taken Tuesday, at 8:40 a.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 
 None elected Steve McIver 
 

BALLOT #6 

The vote was taken Tuesday, at 10:35 a.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 
 Clifton Howard Darlene Alfred 
 

BALLOT #7 

The vote was taken Tuesday, at 10:35 a.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 

 Brenda Weir Darcy Deupree 
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  Ethan Gregory 
 

BALLOT #8 

The vote was taken Tuesday, at 2:10 p.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 

 None elected Kylie Campbell 
 

BALLOT #9 

The vote was taken Tuesday, at 3:20 p.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 
 Chris Hayes None elected 
 Tom Robbins 
 

BALLOT #10 

The vote was taken Tuesday, at 3:35 p.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 
 None elected Kevin Gregory 
 

BALLOT #11 

The vote was taken Tuesday, at 4:55 p.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 

 Jim Conner Mary Brown 
 Debra Crumpton Kathy Ezell 
  Mary Percifield 
 

BALLOT #12 

The vote was taken Wednesday, at 8:15 a.m. and the results were: 
Results for Clergy: Results for Laity: 
 Louis Carr, Jr. None elected 
 Mary Spradlin 
 Jason Valendy 
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